We assessed priming of new associations in amnesic patients and healthy control subjects in a paradigm developed by Graf and Schacter (1985) . Subjects were presented unrelated word pairs embedded in sentences (e.g., A BELL was hanging over the baby's CRADLE) and were asked to rate how well the sentences related the two words. Subjects were then given a word completion test. They were shown three-letter word stems and were asked to complete the stem with the first word that came to mind. In the same context condition, each word stem was presented together with the word that had appeared in the same sentence during study (e.g., BELL-CRA ). In the different context condition, each stem was presented together with a new word that had never been presented (e.g., APPLE-CRA. ). Control subjects completed more words in the same context condition than in the different context condition. In contrast, amnesic patients did not complete any more words in the same context condition than in the different context condition. Indeed, across two experiments none of the amnesic patients exhibited consistent priming of new associations. Thus, although amnesic patients do exhibit entirely normal priming of preexisting memory representations, they do not appear to exhibit priming of new associations in this paradigm.
. Amnesic patients exhibit not only intact repetition priming but also intact semantic priming. For example, words can be primed by recently presented semantic associates or category cues, even when the cues themselves were not presented during study Shimamura & Squire, 1984) . These findings have suggested a dissociation between a form of memory that is implicit, nondectarative, or unconscious from a form of memory that is explicit, declarative, or conscious (see Baddeley, 1982; Graf & Schacter, 1985; Jacoby & Witherspoon, 1982; Squire & Zola-Morgan, 1988) .
A general feature of these demonstrations is that intact priming in amnesia occurs only for preexisting or unitized representations. Amnesic patients do not exhibit intact priming of nonwords (Cermak et al., 1985 : Diamond & Rozin, 1984 or unrelated word phrases (Schacter, 1985) . As a result, many have suggested that priming in amnesia depends on a preserved ability to activate preexisting perceptual and/or semantic representations (Cermak et al., 1985; Graf et al., 1984; Rozin, 1976; Shimamura & Squire, 1984) .
Yet, there is also some evidence to suggest that amnesic patients can prime new associations in certain circumstances (Graf & Schacter, 1985 : Johnson, Kim, & Risse, 1985 McAndrews, Glisky, & Schacter, 1987; Moscovitch, Winocur, & McUchlan, 1986) . In one study (Graf & Schacter, 1985) , subjects were presented a scries of normatively unrelated word pairs (e.g., WINDOW-REASON) , either embedded within a sentence or simply as word pairs. Subjects were encouraged to make elaborative associations between the words in each pair by asking them to rate how well a sentence related the two words or to generate their own sentence that included the two words. Word completion priming was then tested by showing subjects a three-letter word stem together with a word cue and asking them to complete the stem with the first word that came to mind. In the same context condition, test cues comprised the same word pairs that were presented for study (e.g., WINDOW-RKA___) . In the different context condition, word cues were different from the ones that were presented during study (e.g., OFFICER-REA ). Priming of new associations was evaluated by determining if performance in the same context condition is better than performance in the different context condition.
Initial findings indicated that amnesic patients exhibited intact priming of new associations (Graf & Schacter, 1985) . However, further analyses showed that only "mildly amnesic" patients improved their word completion score in the presence of contextual cues. For severely amnesic patients, there was no context effect (Schacter & Graf, 1986b) . Recently, Cermak and colleagues showed that a group of patients with KorsakofFs syndrome did not exhibit priming of new associations in this paradigm , though a patient with amnesia due to encephalitis (Patient S. S.) did demonstrate this priming effect (Cermak, Blackford, O'Connor, & Bleich, 1988) . If only less impaired patients exhibit priming of new associations, then it could be supposed that such priming effects depend on residual declarative or explicit memory. Alternatively, it is possible that the equivocal findings from amnesic patients are due not to differences in the severity of amnesia but to differences in its etiology or to differences in the extent of additional cognitive impairment. Different etiologies of amnesia can produce different patterns of cognitive impairment (see Moscovitch, 1982; Shimamura, in press-a; Squire, 1982) . Thus, it remains possible that only certain etiologies of amnesia exhibit priming of new associations. It also remains possible that even severely amnesic patients might exhibit priming of new associations if their cognitive impairment were well circumscribed and restricted to memory dysfunction.
If priming of new associations were intact in amnesic patients, this finding would broaden the scope of preserved memory functions and create some difficulties for the hypothesis that preserved priming effects reflect an intact ability to activate preexisting representations. Yet, in view of the previous equivocal findings, it is not clear whether such priming effects generally occur in amnesic patients. We investigated priming of new associations in amnesic patients who are known to exhibit intact repetition and semantic priming effects (Graf et al., 1984; Shimamura & Squire, 1984) .
Experiment 1

Method
Subjects
Amnesic patients. We tested 12 amnesic patients: 6 with alcoholic KorsakofPs syndrome (4 men and 2 women) and 6 other patients with amnesia (4 men and 2 women). The 6 patients with KorsakofPs syndrome live in supervised facilities in San Diego County and have been studied as a group for several years (Shimamura & Squire, 1984 Squire & Shimamura, 1986) . Of the 6 other amnesic patients, 3 of them became amnesic after an episode of anoxia or ischemia (A. B., G. D., and L. M.) and have been studied for several years (Shimamura & Squire, 1988; Squire & Shimamura, 1986 (Squire, Amaral, Zola-Morgan, Kritchevsky, & Press, in press; Teuber, Milner, & Vaughan, 1968 Janowsky, Shimamura, Kritchevsky, and Squire (1989) .
The present study was concerned with the overall performance of amnesic patients, and the patients will therefore be treated here as a single group (individual scores from the two experiments are presented in the Results section). The 12 amnesic patients averaged 54.1 years of age and 13.3 years of education. They had an average Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale-Revised IQ (WAIS-R) score of 103.3. On the Wechsler Memory Scale-Revised (WMS-R), they scored 95.8 on Attention and Concentration, 74.0 on Verbal Memory, 76.1 on Visual Memory, 68.5 on General Memory, and 56.7 on Delayed Memory. The WAIS-R and WMS-R are standardized with a mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 15. Thus, these patients scored within the normal range on the WAIS-R and on the Attention and Concentration index of the WMS-R. Yet, every patient scored at least 2 standard deviations below average on the Delayed Memory index.
Free recall of a short prose passage was 5.6 segments for immediate recall and 0 segments for delayed (12 min) recall (21 segments total). Average scores for copy and delayed recall (12 min) of a complex diagram (Rey-Osterreith figure) were 28.2 and 4.8 segments, respectively (36 segments total). Paired-associate memory of 10 unrelated noun-noun pairs on each of three successive trials was 0.7, 0.7, and 1.8. Also, on 5 successive study-test trials (Rey Auditory Verbal Learning Test) these patients averaged 4.3, 5.3, 5.6, 5.7, and 5.5 for immediate free recall of 15 nouns; and they averaged 21.8, 24.5, 25.1, 26.1, and 27.2 correct for yes-no recognition of 15 old nouns and 15 new nouns.
Neuropsychological screening and independent neurological examination indicated that memory impairment was the only remarkable deficit of higher cortical function. The amnesic patients averaged 133.2 points out of a possible 144 points on the Dementia Rating Scale (Coblentz et al., 1973) , losing most of their points on the memory subportion of the test. All patients could draw a cube and a house in perspective, and none had aphasia or apraxia. Additional neuropsychological data for 10 of the 12 patients, as well as data for control subjects for the just-mentioned tests, can be found in Squire and Shimamura (1986) .
Healthy control subjects. We tested 23 healthy control subjects (12 men and 11 women), who were employees or volunteers at the San Diego Veterans Administration Medical Center. They averaged 48.9 years of age and 13.9 years of education. We divided these healthy control subjects into two groups. The first group (N = 12) was given a test of word completion for new associations and tested in the same way as the amnesic patients. The second group (N = 11) provided a measure of word completion performance when no associated cue was provided during the word completion test (see below for details).
Materials
We used a set of 40 sentences, which were kindly provided by Daniel Schacter. Each sentence included two critical words printed in capital letters (e.g., A BELL was hanging over the baby's CRADLE). The two critical words in each sentence were normatively unrelated. The first word was used as an associative cue in the word completion test, and the second word was used to assess word stem completion. The words were 4-10 letters long and had an average frequency count of 43.9 occurrences per million (Kucera & Francis, 1967) . All had different three-letter beginnings (stems), and each stem used to test word completion could be completed with at least 10 different common words. The sentences were printed individually on index cards. Two lists of 20 sentences each was constructed, one of which was presented for study.
In the word completion test, 10 of the 20 sentences that had been presented for study were tested in the same context condition. In this condition, each three-letter word stem was presented together with the word that had appeared in the same sentence during study (e.g., BELL-CRA ). The other 10 sentences that had been presented for study were tested in the different context condition. In this condition, each stem was presented together with a new word that had never been presented (e.g., APPLE-CRA_ ). These 10 "different" cue words were obtained from cue words in the unpresented list. The 10 cue words used in the same context condition for one subject were used in the different context condition for another subject. We also included a baseline condition in which word completion was assessed for 10 cue-word/word stem pairs that had never been presented (c.g M STORM-FIL___). These 10 baseline pairs were obtained from the remaining 10 unused word pairs in the unpresented list. We constructed test forms so that the cue word/word stem pairs used in the various conditions were matched in terms of the level of baseline completion. In addition, across subjects, we counterbalanced test items in such a way that a given word pair was used equally often in the three word completion conditions {same, different, baseline).
Procedure
We used the procedure originally developed by Graf and Schacter (1985; Schacter & Graf, 1986a) . Subjects were presented 20 sentences and asked to read each one aloud. They were also asked to rate the degree to which each sentence related the two critical words in a meaningful way (see Graf & Schacter, 1985) . Subjects rated each sentence on a 5-point scale (1 = does not relate the words at all, 5 = relates the words quite meaningfully). To encourage subjects to read the sentences carefully, we included six filler sentences that did not relate words meaningfully (e.g.. The humid PAINTER ventilated the LEASE). The filler sentences were intermixed with the other sentences. A practice sentence was also used al the beginning of the study phase in order to familiarize the subjects with the procedure. A card showing the 5-point rating scale was always displayed in front of the subjects. The presentation rate was self-paced. Following presentation of the list of 20 sentences, the same sentences were presented again in the same way but in a different random order. As in the experiments by Graf and Schacter, subjects were given intentional learning instructions-they were asked "to try to remember each sentence."
Between the study phase and the word completion test, we gave a filler task. Subjects were provided a form on which each letter of the alphabet was printed in alphabetical order. Subjects were then given 3 min to try to generate the name of a city beginning with each letter. They were instructed to report the first city that came to mind. This "city-generation" task was used by Schacter and Graf (1986a) as a way to encourage implicit memory strategies during the word completion test.
For the word completion test, subjects were asked to read each cue word aloud and then to write down the first word that came to mind that could be used to complete the three-letter stem. Subjects were told: "The word you read aloud will sometimes help you think of a word that can be used to complete the three-letter word beginning." Any regular English word was accepted, but no proper names were accepted. Subjects were asked to try to respond as quickly as possible.
A practice test trial was presented to make sure subjects understood the instructions. We scored plural or singular versions of target words as correct responses, but no other grammatical variations were scored as correct.
Following the word completion test, we gave an explicit, pairedassociate memor> r test for the two critical words in each sentence. The cue word was presented for each of the 20 sentences that had been studied (e.g., BELL), and subjects were asked to recall the other word that had appeared in capital letters in the same sentence (e.g., CRADLE).
A second group of 11 healthy control subjects was tested in the identical way except that in the word completion test no cue words appeared together with the three-letter stems {no-cues condition). That is, 20 word stems in the word completion test could be completed to form words that had been presented during the study phase, and an additional 10 word stems were included to assess baseline completion performance. Previous studies of word completion using similar test conditions showed that amnesic patients and control subjects exhibit comparable levels of priming. Data from this control group provided a way to evaluate word completion performance in those conditions where a cue word accompanied the word stem. Compared with word completion performance in this no-cues condition, performance might be facilitated in the same context condition, inhibited in the different context condition, or both facilitated in one condition and inhibited in the other.
In summary, amnesic patients and healthy control subjects were presented 20 sentences with two words capitalized in each sentence. They were asked to rate how meaningfully each sentence related the two words. Following a 3-min filler task (the city-generation task), subjects took a word completion test consisting of 30 unique cueword/word stem pairs in a mixed order (10 in the same context condition, 10 in the different context condition, and 10 in the baseline condition). We then assessed paired-associate memory for the word pairs in each sentence. Finally, we tested a second control group in the identical manner, except that no cue words were provided in the word completion test.
Results and Discussion
To evaluate word completion performance, we calculated a completion score for each subject by subtracting the completion score obtained in the baseline condition from the completion score obtained in the same context and different context conditions. In all conditions, word completion performance was greater than baseline performance {Is > 2.42, ps < .05). For healthy control subjects, word completion performance in the same context condition was significantly greater than performance in the different context condition, t(\\) = 2.22, p < .05; see Figure 1 . In contrast, amnesic patients exhibited the same level of word completion performance in the two context conditions, f(l 1) = 0.15, p > .4). A 2 x 2 analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed on these data, but as a result of subject variability the Group x Context Condition interaction was not significant, F{\, 22) = 1.75, p = .19, MS C = 2.01. In fact, the effect of context exhibited by healthy control subjects, in both this experiment and in those of Graf and Schacter (1985; Schacter & Graf, 1986a) , was quite small and amounted to about one more word completed in the same condition than in the different context condition. Figure 1 also shows performance by healthy control subjects in the no-cues condition. Numerically, the word completion score obtained in the no-cues condition (11%) was in between that obtained by healthy subjects in the same (21%) and different (9%) context conditions. The score in the no-cues condition was marginally different from that observed in the same context condition, t{2\) -1.96, p = .06, but not significantly different from that observed in the different context condition, /(21) --.056, p > .1). These findings suggest that for healthy control subjects the same context condition facilitated word completion performance. For amnesic patients, the word completion score in both the same and different condition was numerically larger than that obtained by healthy control subjects in the no-cues condition, but these differences did not approach statistical significance (fs < 1.4; ps > .1). Thus, for amnesic patients, word completion performance was not measurably facilitated by the presence of same-context cue words.
Performance on the city-generation task was comparable for healthy control subjects (18.4 cities generated) and amnesic patients (16.5 cities generated), t{22) = 1.14, p > .2. As expected, amnesic patients were severely impaired on the paired-associate memory test, t{22) = 11.3, p < .01. Except for one anoxic-ischemic patient, who could recall one word, none of the patients could recall a single word from the study list. Healthy control subjects correctly recalled an average of 12.8 words out of 20.
Experiment 2
A replication study of the first experiment was conducted in order to confirm that amnesic patients exhibit impaired priming of new associations. Four of the 12 amnesic patients did perform numerically better in the same context condition than in the different context condition (Table I) , and it seemed possible that some amnesic patients might perform this way consistently. Accordingly, the 12 amnesic patients were tested as in Experiment 1 but with a different list of sentences.
Method
Subjects
Amnesic patients. See Experiment 1.
Healthy control subjects. We tested 26 healthy control subjects (13 men and 13 women), who were employees or volunteers at the San Diego Veterans Administration Medical Center. They averaged 54.0 years of age and 13.9 years of education. We assigned these healthy control subjects to two groups. The first group (TV = 16) was given a test of word completion for new associations in the same way that the amnesic patients were tested. The second group (N = 10) provided a measure of word completion performance in the no-cues condition.
Materials and Procedure
A new set of 40 sentences was constructed according to the same criteria used for the previous set. The words were 4-10 letters long and had an average frequency count of 42.4 occurrences per million (Kucera & Francis, 1967) . All had different three-letter stems, and each stem used to test word completion could be completed to form at least 10 different common words. The procedure was identical to the one used in Experiment 1.
Results and Discussion
In this replication study, the pattern of word completion performance was similar to that observed in the first experiment. However, overall word completion levels were somewhat lower (see Figure 1 ). Word completion performance was above baseline levels in all conditions (?s > 2.97, ps < .05), except for the different context condition for healthy control subjects, /(9) = 0.78, p > .2). As in Experiment 1, healthy control subjects completed more words in the same context condition than in the different context condition, /(15) = 2.32, p < .05. In contrast, amnesic patients exhibited virtually the same level of completion performance in the two context conditions. As in Experiment 1, a 2 x 2 AXOVA did not reveal a Group x Context Condition interaction, though in this case the interaction approached significance, F(l, 26) = 3.21, p < .0&,MS,= 1.11.
Performance of healthy control subjects in the no-cues condition was not significantly different from the performance of healthy control subjects or amnesic patients in either of the two context conditions (/s < 1.4, ps > .1). As in Experiment 1, the word completion score of healthy control subjects in the no-cues (9.5%) condition was numerically between that observed in the same (13%) and different (4%) conditions. These findings suggest that in control subjects both facilitation and inhibition effects were occurring in the same and different conditions, respectively. For amnesic patients, the word completion score obtained in the same and different context conditions was similar to that exhibited by healthy control subjects in the no-cues condition. Consequently, for amnesic patients word completion performance was not affected by the associated word cues.
Performance on the city-gencration task was again comparable for healthy control subjects (19.7 cities generated) and amnesic patients (18.0 cities generated), /(26) = 1.13,/>> .2. Also, amnesic patients were severely impaired on the pairedassociate memory test. Except for the same anoxic-ischemic patient who again recalled one word pair, none of the patients could recall any words. Healthy control subjects averaged 10.6 words correct out of 20.
In summary, the findings reported here for middle-aged healthy control subjects replicate the findings of Schacter (1985, 1987) , which were based on college students. Word completion performance was better in the same context condition than in the different context condition. Yet, word completion performance by amnesic patients was not affected by the context condition. Across two experiments, amnesic patients completed on average only O.I more items (1%) in the same context condition than in the different context condition. In contrast, healthy control subjects completed 1.1 more items (11%) in the same context condition than in the different context condition. Table 1 displays the individual scores for amnesic patients in both experiments. As can be seen from the individual scores, some amnesic patients did exhibit on one test a score that was two or three items greater in the same context condition than in the different context condition. Yet, none of the amnesic patients showed a consistent context effect across both experiments. Because we initially constructed test sets so that baseline completion levels were comparable across test sets, the failure to observe consistent priming of new associations across tests could not be attributed to large test item effects. Instead, the data for individual subjects strengthen the point that amnesic patients exhibit impaired priming performance in this paradigm.
General Discussion Word completion performance by amnesic patients was not significantly facilitated by presenting cue words that were newly associated to the target words. Thus, the present findings fail to confirm initial evidence of intact priming of new associations in amnesia (Graf & Schacter, 1985) , but they are consistent with subsequent reports that severely amnesic patients do not exhibit this priming effect Schacter & Graf, 1986b) . In the present study, none of the 12 amnesic patients exhibited consistent priming of new associations across two testings. Yet, these same patients have previously exhibited intact semantic and repetition priming effects in a number of studies (Graf et al., 1984; Shimamura & Squire, 1984) .
It should be noted that the overall level of word completion performance by amnesic patients in the present study (24%, averaged across both experiments) was lower than in previous studies of word completion (30%-50%, Graf et al., 1984; Shimamura ct al., 1987; Squire et al., 1987) . There were several methodological differences between this and previous studies. First, rather than presenting a single word in isolation, two target words were presented in the context of a sentence. Second, rather than asking subjects to study words by making judgments about single words (e.g., liking judgments), subjects were asked to form associations between two words. Third, rather than giving the word completion test immediately after the study phase, it was delayed by about 3 min, during which the city-generation task was given.
Previous findings suggested that priming of new associations is exhibited by patients termed "mildly" amnesic, but not by those termed "severely" amnesic (Schacter & Graf, 1986b) . Terms like mild, moderate, and severe are rather imprecise descriptions of memory impairment and are likely to be used differently by different researchers. The term amnesia typically refers to a severe and selective disorder of long-term memory, certainly to a disorder that is clinically significant (see Squire & Shimamura, 1986 ). The present findings for 12 amnesic patients who themselves vary in severity, and other findings for 8 patients with Korsakoffs syndrome , suggest that amnesic study patients do not in general exhibit priming of new associations in this paradigm. Perhaps the "mildly" impaired patients tested by Schacter and Graf (1986b) are best described as memory impaired but not amnesic. In any case, it would appear that memory impairment must be quite mild if priming of new associations is to be observed.
On the basis of this and previous studies, one can ask whether priming of new associations is found in some kinds of amnesia but not in others. In the present study, we tested 6 patients with KorsakofTs syndrome, 4 patients with presumed or demonstrated medial temporal pathology, and 2 patients with diencephalic lesions (M. G. and N. A.) . Averaged across the two experiments, the context effect (i.e., completion performance in the same condition minus completion performance in the different condition) was -6.7% for patients with Korsakoff s syndrome, 8.7% for patients with presumed or demonstrated medial temporal damage, 2.5% for patients with diencephalic lesions, and 10.5% for age-matched control subjects. These findings from patients with Korsakoffs syndrome agree with other recent findings in which patients with Korsakoffs syndrome failed to exhibit a context effect (0%). In that study, however, age-matched control subjects also failed to exhibit any context effect (-8%). With respect to the 4 patients with presumed or demonstrated medial temporal pathology from the present study, their context effect approached the score for control subjects, but it should be noted that none of these 4 patients exhibited consistent context effects across the two experiments. Moreover, another anoxic patient tested by Schacter and Graf (1986b) failed to exhibit any context effect (0%; the context effect for age-matched control subjects was 11.0%).
Two patients with amnesia due to encephalitis have also been tested. Schacter and Graf (1986b) tested an encephalitic patient who did not exhibit a context effect (-4%); but tested an encephalitic patient (Case S.S.) who exhibited a context effect of 35%. Finally, Schacter and Graf (1986b) tested 5 head-injured patients (3 were mildly amnesic and 2 were severely amnesic), who exhibited an average context effect of 12%. The context effect, however, was variable, ranging from -8% to 21%. Consequently, it appears that the etiology of amnesia does not determine which patients will exhibit intact priming of new associations.
It appears that the degree of residual declarative memory, rather than etiology, more strongly determines the level of "priming" of new associations. Amnesic patients can exhibit significant residual memory on explicit tests of cued recall and recognition memory (e.g., Shimamura & Squire, 1988) . In the present study, the magnitude of the context effect for individual amnesic patients ranged from -1.5 items to +1.5 items (averaged across two experiments). To test whether the effect of context on word completion was related to residual declarative memory, we correlated each patient's context effect score with his or her score from the General Memory index of the WMS-R (which includes measures of recall and paired-associate learning). We found a significant positive correlation between the context effect and the General Memory index (Spearman rank order correlation = .56. p < .05). In contrast, the overall level of word completion priming (the average performance across both same and different context conditions) was not significantly correlated with the General Memory index (Spearman correlation = .17). This finding is consistent with the view that priming of new associations depends significantly on declarative memory, whereas the repetition priming effect itself does not.
Other findings with normal subjects are consistent with the view that declarative memory contributes to priming of new associations. For example, priming of new associations in normal subjects occurs only if the study task ensures elaborative encoding of the new associations (Schacter & Graf, 1986a) . In contrast, repetition priming is not affected or only slightly affected by the degree of elaborative encoding (Graf, Mandler, & Haden, 1982; Graf et al., 1984) . At the same time, at least some of the processes involved in priming of new associations seem to be different from those involved in conventional, explicit memory tests. For example, priming of new associations was less sensitive to prior-list interference effects than cued recall (Graf & Schacter, 1987) . Moreover, priming of new associations was affected more by acrossmodality shifts (i.e., visual vs. auditory presentations) than explicit memory (Schacter & Graf, 1989) . Thus, the findings from normal subjects suggest that priming of new associations depends in some respects on declarative memory but that this priming effect can also be dissociated from conventional measures of declarative memory. How can these conclusions be reconciled with the findings for amnesic patients, which suggest a dissociation between declarative memory and repetition priming but an association between declarative memory and priming of new associations?
One possibility is that the memory system damaged in amnesia is necessary to form new associations, but once they are formed, priming proceeds automatically and implicitly at the time of retrieval (Shimamura, 1986) . By this view, amnesic patients are impaired because they cannot adequately establish new associations. Dissociations are observed in studies of normal subjects because, once the association is formed, the processes are distinct from declarative memory. Patients prescribed ECT could provide one way to test this view because these patients could be asked to form new associations prior to treatment-that is, prior to the onset of amnesia-and then asked to retrieve the information implicitly while they are amnesic. Unfortunately, this paradigm is not well suited for such a test because the context effect is quite small, even at short retention intervals.
Amnesic patients have been reported to exhibit priming of new associations in other paradigms. Johnson et al. (1985) demonstrated normal preference biases for recently presented melodies in patients with Korsakoffs syndrome. The melodies were Korean songs so that it was unlikely that the preference biases were based completely on preexisting representations. However, Johnson et al. (1985) did not find normal preference biases for a novel face depicted as a "good guy 7 ' over a face depicted as a "bad guy." Perhaps the normal priming effect obtained with repeated melodies was based on the unitization of preexisting melodic sequences rather than on the formation of completely new representations. One way to test this hypothesis would be to determine if amnesic patients exhibit a normal preference bias for repeated random sequences of tones.
In another study (McAndrews et al., 1987) , amnesic patients were given ambiguous sentences (e.g., "The haystack was important because the cloth ripped"; see Aubel & Franks, 1979) . Each sentence could be understood easily when a critical word was presented (e.g., parachute). Amnesic patients were presented sentences and the associated critical words, and then after a 1-week retention interval they were asked to explain the sentences without the critical word. Amnesic patients exhibited good retention of the meaning of the sentences. Yet, performance was not normal. Moreover, in another study, the encephalitic Patient S. S. exhibited severely impaired performance in this paradigm (Cermak, Blackford etal., 1988) .
Finally, Moscovitch et al. (1986) asked memory-impaired patients (3 patients had early-stage Alzheimer's disease, 1 had an episode of anoxia, 1 had an aneurysm, 1 had a head injury, and 2 had unknown etiologies) to read sentences or unrelated word pairs. Following initial reading of this material, the time required to read the same material again was compared with the time required to read different or recombined sentences or word pairs. Memory-impaired patients exhibited faster reading times for previously presented sentences or word pairs, compared with the reading times for new or recombined stimuli. The degree of facilitation for previously presented sentences or word pairs was comparable to that of control subjects. Yet, in order to control for differences in baseline reading speed between patients and control subjects, Moscovitch et al. (1986) slowed the reading speed of control subjects by presenting stimuli in a visually degraded manner. As a result, it is somewhat difficult to determine if priming was entirely intact in the memory-impaired patients. Also, findings of preserved priming of new associations in patients with dementia due to early-stage Alzheimer's disease is difficult to interpret because such patients exhibit impaired repetition and semantic priming (Salmon, Shimamura, Butters. & Smith, 1988; Shimamura, Salmon, Squire, & Butters, 1987) .
At present, the findings from amnesic patients indicate that performance on tests of priming of new associations is impaired and is related to the severity of amnesia. In contrast, studies of repetition and semantic priming indicate that priming of preexisting representations is entirely preserved in amnesia and thus can be completely dissociated from the kind of memory that is impaired. Although tests of priming of new associations have yielded "good" (but subnormal) performance by some amnesic patients, such findings are not sufficient evidence for a dissociable memory process because the findings could depend on residual explicit memory abilities. Under some circumstances, spurious dissociations could arise as a result of test sensitivity artifacts such as ceiling or floor effects (see Shimamura, in press-b) . For example, amnesic patients may perform nearly as well as normal subjects on an extremely easy explicit memory test yet fail to make any responses on a free recall test. To determine whether any particular example of good performance reflects a spared capacity, one needs to know how control subjects would perform on the same test if they were assessed at a time when their performance on standard explicit memory tests were weakened to the level of amnesic patients. If control subjects with weakened memory also exhibited good performance on the test of interest, then the pattern of performance observed in amnesic patients is probably a reflection of weak memory, rather than an indication of a spared memory capacity. This kind of research strategy would benefit future priming studies with amnesic patients whenever performance is poorer than normal but better than what was expected on tests of explicit memory.
In the present study, word completion priming for amnesic patients was not significantly facilitated by the presence of word cues that had been newly associated with target words. Moreover, across individual patients the context priming effect was inversely correlated with the severity of amnesia. Thus, the ability to show priming of new associations appears to depend on residual declarative memory abilities. Importantly, these same patients do exhibit entirely normal semantic and repetition priming effects. The findings are consistent with the view that priming effects in amnesia depend on an intact ability to activate preexisting representations, whereas priming of new associations depends significantly on memory processes impaired in amnesia.
